Longbridge Area Action Plan
Movement Strategy Plan

Wider Area Improvements

KEY
- AAP Boundary
- Proposal T1 - Pedestrian and Cycle Route
- Proposal OS2a/b and T1 - Linear Open Space Walkway
- Proposal T2 - Primary Movement Route Strategic Highway Network
- Proposal T2 - Secondary Movement Route
- Proposal T3 - Frankley Bus Route
- Proposal T5 - Longbridge Transport Interchange
- Proposal T6+T12 - Station Improvements
- Proposal T7 - Strategic Park & Ride
- Proposal T8 - Junction Improvements
- Proposal T9 - Multi-Storey Carpark
- Proposal T10 - Principal Site Access points
- Proposal T12 - Railway Corridor
- Proposal T14 - Wider Area Junction Improvements
- Footpaths
- North Worcs Path
- River Course
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